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General Information
FoxAcre Press is a new small-press publisher, established with the goal of
bringing good books back into print. We are focusing initially on three areas
of publishing: reissues of the best of science fiction and fantasy, how-to
books on writing and publishing, and general interest non-fiction titles.
So far, we have published three titles. We've done two in the how-to
category. They are Mother Miller's How to Write Good Book, by Sasha
Miller, and A Quick Guide to Book-On-Demand Printing, by Roger MacBride
Allen. The Prince of Morning Bells by Nancy Kress is our first fantasy title.
All titles are available through the FoxAcre WebStore at
www.foxacre.bigstep.com. at our Titles become available to booksellers
through Ingram's ordering system about a month or so after they are
available via our WebStore. Via Ingram, they become available through
such on-line retailers as AMAZON.COM, BN.COM, BORDERS.COM, etc.
Order links to various online sellers for our titles are listed at
www.foxacre.com.
Our next two titles will be in science fiction and fantasy: Orphan of
Creation by Roger MacBride Allen, and Crosstime Traffic by Lawrence
Watt-Evans. Both should be available from www.foxacre.bigstep.com by
July 2000, and via the other outlets described above shortly thereafter.
Also in the offing are an updated re-issue of the non-fiction title War
Games, by Thomas B. Allen, and a new non-fiction title on the 1939
World's Fair Time Capsule. Other fiction and non-fiction titles are in the
works. In addition, FoxAcre Press offers certain titles from "author's
stock" through its website. Typically, these are fresh copies of out-of-print
editions, provided by the author to FoxAcre, and available nowhere else.
At present, FoxAcre Press is actively seeking additional science
fiction and fantasy titles for publication. We are only seeking reprint titles.
We do not publish new titles in science fiction or fantasy . Please send a
query letter if you have a title you wish to submit. Please do not send
unsolicited submissions.
Roger MacBride Allen, the publisher of FoxAcre Press,, is a noted
science fiction writer, with seventeen published novels to his credit.
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